In this note it is shown that if W is the long line and / is a proper mapping of WX [0, l] 
Corollary.
There is a space Y which has the property that min dim(F-{p}) =min dim Y -2 for some point pE Y.
An outline of the proof of the Corollary assuming the Theorem is given on p. 120 of [2 ] . There is no need to elaborate here.
Remark. The cited proof outline of Isbell to the Corollary requires a space X which is locally compact and has the property proved for WX [0, 1) in the Theorem of this paper. Such a space cannot be paracompact (and consequently not metric) since such a space would be the free union of locally compact Lindelöf spaces Sa. Each Sa admits a proper mapping into [O, 0° ) and thus the free union of the Sa's admits a proper mapping into the free union of an appropriate collection of half-lines.
If local compactness
were not needed, then there are separable metric spaces satisfying this condition. Take for example any separable metric space X which is totally disconnected and w-dimensional. Such spaces exist for every «^1 [3, p. 152] . In [4] such spaces are constructed which are also complete. For such a space X, ilf(X) = Y is proper, then Y is separable metric by [6] . Also for each yEY, dim f~l(y) =0, since/_1(y) is compact and totally disconnected [l, p. 22]. By the Hurewicz theorem for closed mappings which lower dimension [l, p. 91], we must have dim F^dim X =n. That is, the dimension of such a space cannot be lowered by a proper mapping.
